
Diagnostic Radiology: Quality Contro1 Equipment
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Featllres

險 CoHlbined electronics and detector Hlatrix

膾 Connection via USB directly to a notebook or PC

鎬 Automatic range fbr dose and kV measurement

膾 Sof’tware running in diffdrent languages

The NOMEX Multimeter is a Ininiaturized non— invasive

Hleasuring systeHl for absolute dos1Π letly and quality

control in X—ray diagnostic radiology. It can be used fbr

radiography, ∏uoroscopy, denta1, CT and maΠ 1mography
(MoIMo, MoIA1, Mo/Rh, W/A1, WIRh, W/Ag, RhIRh)

application●  NOMEX Hleasures the dose, dose rate, irradia—

tion time, dose per pulse, pulses, kVP, the tota1 且1tration

(TF, not in maIIlmography) and the half value layer (HVL)

in one single shot●  Additionally, the kV and dose rate

wavefbrllil is stored●

The sⅡlart NOMEX Multilneter can be directly connected

via USB to a notebook or PC running the NOMEX
SoRware●  No additional accessories like a power supply

or display are required for putting the NOMEX into

operation● Measurelrlents are autolnatically started upon

detection of radiation●  The dose and kV ranges are set n11ly

automatically allnost in rea1-tilne, so that multiple expo—

sures are a.voided. The NOMEX SoRware allows Inost con—

venient and clear data handling● Statistics nλ nctions are

provided as well as data export as XLS, XML or CSV Flle●

order묘 ng InfoΠmaUon

L981 81 5 NOMEX Multinleter

including NOMEX Sonware, 2 m USB cable and 5 H1

long active extension cable and a transport bag.

Requires connection to a notebook or PC

opt묘 ons

L991422 Touch notebook

T2001 6 NOMEX Multimeter holder

T20017 NOMEX cassette adapter

DIAset QC Kits for

Diagnostic Radiology
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Feature s

膾 V¸ rious portable sets of QC meters fbr X— ray services

膾 Include sIIla11 size and lightweight measuring devices

fbr non— invasive quality control of any X— ray

equipment

膾 Measure dose, dose Iate, dose per pulse, dose length

product, kV↓
’
 PPV and exposure time

The DIAset kits for quality control of X— ray installations

in general include a DIADOS E doseHleter with appropri—

ate detector and any type of DIAYOLT non— invasive

kV二 meter● This combination of measuring instrumenta—

tlon covers the complete range of measuring tasks in

diagnostic quality contro1●  For practical reasons, the dose

parameters and the voltage parameters are measured by

two separate and independent devices˚  There is a choice of

diff는 rent QC kits foI difFerent applications●

orderlng Information

L981240 DIAset UNIVERSAL RIFIDENTI CTIMAM

L981241 DIAset Ⅲ JLTI RIFIDENTICT

L981242 DIAset FLUIRAD

L981245 DIAset MAM

L981234 DIAset DENT

optlons

T20002 Cassette adapter 18 cm x 24 cm

T26B33 Cable holding device fbr cassette adapter T20002

T20003 Dental panorama cassette adapter

T42018 Absorber set for dental dose meas11rement
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